Apparent motion is the perception of a motion created by rapidly presenting still frames in which objects are 6 displaced in space. Observers can reliably discriminate the direction of apparent motion when inter-frame object 7 displacement is below a certain limit, Dmax. Earlier studies of motion perception in humans found that Dmax 8 scales with spatial element size, interpreting the relationship between the two as linear, and that Dmax appears 9 to be lower-bounded at around 15 arcmin. Here, we run corresponding experiments in the praying mantis 10 Sphodromantis lineola to investigate how Dmax scales with element size. We used moving random chequerboard 11 patterns of varying element and displacement step sizes to elicit the optomotor response, a postural stabilization 12 mechanism that causes mantids to lean in the direction of large-field motion. Subsequently, we calculated Dmax 13 as the displacement step size corresponding to a 50% probability of detecting an optomotor response in the same 14 direction as the stimulus. Our main findings are that mantis Dmax appears to scale as a power-law of element 15 size and that, in contrast to humans, it does not appear to be lower-bounded. We present two models to explain 16 these observations: a simple high-level model based on motion energy in the Fourier domain and a more detailed 17 one based on the Reichardt Detector. The models present complementary intuitive and physiologically-realistic 18 accounts of how Dmax scales with element size in insects. 19 Author Summary 20 Computer monitors, smart phone screens and other forms of digital displays present a series of still images 21 (frames) in which objects are displaced in small steps, tricking us into perceiving smooth motion. This illusion 22 is referred to as "apparent motion", and for it to work effectively the magnitude of each displacement step 23 must be smaller than a certain limit, referred to as Dmax. Previous studies have investigated the relationship 24 between this limit and object size in humans and found that larger objects can be displaced in larger steps 25 without affecting motion perception. In this work, we investigated the same relationship in the praying mantis 26 Sphodromantis lineola by presenting them with moving chequerboard patterns on a computer monitor. Even 27 though motion perception in humans and insects are believed to be explained equally well by the same underlying 28 model, we found that Dmax scales with object size differently in mantids. These results suggest that there may 29 be qualitative differences in how mantids perceive apparent motion compared to humans. 30 1 31
Introduction
shows stimulus space time plots and corresponding spatiotemporal Fourier spectra for different step sizes. 89 An observer viewed the mantis through a web camera (while being blind to the stimulus) and coded its 90 response in each trial as "moved left", "moved right" or "did not move" (Nityananda et al. (2015) ). Here, 91 movement is defined as consistent optomotor response in the direction of the stimulus. This excludes trials in 92 which mantids remained stationary or produced a peering response. The probability of motion was subsequently 93 calculated as the proportion of trials in which motion was detected (mantis leaned in the same direction as the 94 stimulus) under each condition. This is the closest feasible analogy to human psychophysics experiments, where 95 humans classify their own perceptual experience into discrete classes. We have shown previously that human 96 observers very rarely code the mantis as moving in the opposite direction to the stimulus Nityananda et al.
97
(2015); Tarawneh et al. (2017) . Consistent with our earlier work, we found that observers reported mantids to 98 be moving in the opposite direction to the stimulus in only 4% of trials. 99 Figure 3 shows the collected data and fitted psychometric curves of motion probability versus step size for 100 different element sizes. Comparing the different panels in Figure 3 , it is clear that increasing element size shifts 101 the psychometric curve in the positive direction of the step size axis. To quantify this change, we defined Dmax 102 for each element size as the step size corresponding to a 50% probability of detecting motion, as estimated by 103 a cumulative Gaussian psychometric function fit. Figure 4 shows pooled and individual plots of Dmax versus 104 element size. We found that the relationship between Dmax and element size is in good agreement with the 105 following power law (whose parameters we determined using maximum likelihood fitting):
where Modifying a pattern moving smoothly at a speed v by introducing a fixed step size ∆x is equivalent to passing it 110 through a "sample and hold" circuit with a sampling interval of ∆t = ∆x/v. The transformation introduces an 111 aliasing artifact whereby temporal frequencies higher than 1/2∆t are cast into lower frequencies as illustrated 112 in Figure 2 . A chequerboard pattern moving smoothly at a speed v consist of a series of components, each 113 with a spatial frequency f s and a temporal frequency f t where f t /f s = v, that lie in quadrants 1 and 3 114 of the spatiotemporal Fourier domain (for motion in the positive direction). When the pattern is moved in 115 discrete steps, a fraction of its component energy is transferred to quadrants 2 and 4 (i.e. motion in the 116 negative direction). Increasing the step size ∆x (and correspondingly ∆t, since speed is constant) causes a 117 larger portion of pattern motion energy to be distributed across the four quadrants, making it more difficult to 118 identify the direction of motion. This aliasing effect can be observed in the space-time plots of moving patterns.
119
When motion is smooth, the space-time plot shows clear rightward-pointings structures as in the left column of 120 Figure 2 . If the pattern is moved by a step size that is larger than element size (right column), leftward-pointing 121 structures emerge as a result of the false matches between non-corresponding blocks across different frames.
122
As a first order approximation, the motion energy of a stepped chequerboard pattern can be taken as the 123 sum of its unaliased components. The rationale behind this is that components in any temporal frequency range 124 [N − 1/2, N + 1/2]/∆t (where N is a non-zero natural number) are cast by aliasing to the range [−1/2, 1/2]/∆t 125 and so, assuming symmetry around N/∆t, would be split into two groups with equal energy in the positive and 126 negative directions. The net motion energy of aliased components in the pattern can therefore be approximated 127 as zero ( Figure 5 ). We ran numerical simulations in which we calculated the motion energy of stimuli in our 128 experiment using this approximation. Figure 6 (left) shows a plot of approximated pattern energy versus the 129 width of aliasing window ∆f (where ∆f = 1/∆x) for a number of element sizes. The plot shows that increasing 130 element size causes a proportional shift in the curve over a region of energy levels (up to ∼ 2 × 10 5 units).
response and similar large-field visually-guided forms of behavior in insects (Bahl et al., 2013;  Borst and Bahde, subunits that compute motion in opposite directions, typically assumed to be neighboring ommatidia and their 147 neural cartridges (Borst et al., 2010) . Spatial input from each subunit is temporally delayed then compared 148 with the other subunit's input to detect luminance changes that have "travelled" in the same direction with a 149 similar delay. The two subunit outputs are then summed to produce a direction-sensitive measure of motion.
150
Although the preferred spatial frequency of the detector can be varied by adjusting the spatial separation 151 of its subunits and the extent of their input spatial filters, its spatial bandwidth is considerably constrained 152 (Tarawneh et al., 2017) . To enable the model to respond to stimuli covering a spatial bandwidth larger than 153 the detector's (such as the range of element sizes we tested), we therefore combined multiple detectors tuned 154 to two spatial frequencies (i.e. two detector classes). Our model is shown in Figure 8 and is essentially a parameters that we fitted were the separation and extent of spatial filters for each class (σ 1 , σ 2 , ∆x 1 , ∆x 2 ),
Calculating Dmax

256
We used likelihood fitting to calculate Dmax as the step size corresponding to a 50% response rate for each 257 element size. The fitted psychometric functions were in the form:
where p is the probability that motion is detected, ∆x is step size and σ is a parameter that specifies the width 259 of the function's transition period. The parameters Dmax and σ were calculated for each element size using 260 maximum likelihood estimation in Matlab, assuming mantids' responses had a simple binomial distribution.
261
Therefore:
where k is the number of step sizes, n i is the number of trials in which mantids detected motion, m i is 263 the total number of trials and P i is motion detection probability predicted by given Step Size Δx
Step Size Δx
Step Size Δx Step Size Δx
Step Size Δx Figure 1 : Examples of the random chequerboard pattern stimuli used in the experiment Each column of panels shows still frames of a random chequerboard pattern that moves across a screen. The pattern is displaced by a fixed step ∆x on ∆t intervals where the speed v = ∆x/∆t is constant (the red arrow at the top of each panel points to a reference point for easier visualization). The perception of motion in these patterns is strongly dependent on the displacement step ∆x relative to the pattern's chequer/element size. When ∆x is comparable to element size, humans perceive the pattern as moving smoothly and can identify its direction reliably (column 1). Increasing ∆x causes pattern motion to appear more "jerky" and makes its direction harder to identify (column 2). Because the perception of motion is dependent on the ratio between element and step size, increasing element size to match step size makes the patterns appear to be moving smoothly again (column 3). . When step size is much less than element size (left column), the stimulus is perceived by humans as moving smoothly and its motion energy is situated in quadrants 1 and 3 in the Fourier spectra (i.e. motion in the rightwards direction). In the middle column (step size equals element size), humans see the stimulus as moving less smoothly and part of its motion energy is now distributed in quadrants 2 and 4 in the Fourier domain (leftward motion). Finally, when step size is much larger than element size (right column), motion energy is more evenly distributed across the four Fourier quadrants and humans find it significantly more difficult to identify motion direction Error bars are 95% confidence intervals calculated using simple binomial statistics. Each panel shows the pooled responses of 13 mantids to a moving chequerboard stimulus of a given element size. The data and corresponding psychometric fits show that motion detection becomes increasingly more difficult (i.e. response rate decreases) as step size increases and that the step size corresponding to a 50% response rate (Dmax) increases with element size. A pattern moving coherently at a constant speed v has spatial and temporal frequency components along the line f t /f s = v and its motion energy content is in quadrants 1 and 3 that signify positive motion (left panel). When the pattern is moved in steps of ∆x at the same speed, components with temporal frequencies higher than v/∆x get aliased and cast towards lower frequencies (right panel). Aliased components are distributed in the four quadrants and their net motion energy is therefore close to zero, leaving the energy of unaliased components as a close approximation of what remains in quadrants 1 and 3. The model has two arrays of detectors that are positioned in random locations across a simulated 1D retina. Detectors within each array share the same subunit separation and spatial filter extent (and are thus all tuned to the same spatial frequency). Having two detector classes enables to model to respond to stimuli across a range of spatial frequencies broader than that of a single detector. The output of each detector is temporally integrated and then converted to a "vote" for leftward, rightward or no motion by a hard threshold. The votes are subsequently combined, thresholded and then passed through another temporal integrator and hard threshold blocks that model the decision process of the human observer in the experiment Mantis Dmax increases with element size similar to humans but does not appear to have a lower limit below which it remains constant (in humans, this limit is about 15 arcmin = 0.25 deg). The relationship between mantis Dmax and element size is well accounted for by a power law function with an exponent of 0.462 (blue line). Human data from Morgan (1992) is plotted for comparison. Morgan interprets the Dmax values he observed as scaling proportionately for element sizes larger than 0.25 deg (i.e. assumes a power law exponent of 1, green line) although his data appears to be accounted for equally well by a power law with an exponent of 0.462 (red line), similar to mantids. It is therefore unclear whether a true difference in power law exponents exists between humans and mantids.
